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Abstract
In a country like South Africa where places of cultural interest and institutions have been
used by the previous regimes for their political agenda, and consequently, the oppressed
and marginalized people disassociated themselves with such institutions because of
various reasons, it is important in a fully democratic society to redefine, reconfigure and
reconstruct their practices, approaches and methodologies. In this vein, they ought to
also endorse the values and principles underpinning democracy, including cultural
democracy, social cohesion, nation building, South African-ness, nationhood, unity in
diversity, and forging national identity, history and heritage; sense of pride and
patriotism; and national consciousness.
Thus, this paper explores the complexity of knowledge production in museums,
politics and poetics of display, and presentation and identity that manifest in many
museum exhibitions and education programmes. In examining this discourse and
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dichotomy, community involvement becomes an important ingredient. Hence, pedagogy
plays an important role, along with need to democratize museums and thereby reflect the
histories and heritages of all communities in proper contexts. Museums and heritage
resources are systems of knowledge for present and future generations; therefore, issues
of multiculturalism and diversity become imperative for the “thinkable future” and for
the comprehensive production of knowledge in museums. Democratization of museums in
the post-apartheid era is an inevitable necessity.
Travelling exhibitions (exchange), education programmes and public cultural
scholarship modes are vehicles and important tools that can be utilized to assist in
redefining the museum and in broadening its audience. This approach is qualified and
contextualized through the Early Modern Africa Intellectual Heritage Exhibition and
cultural institutions that have housed it at different periods. The aforementioned
exhibition is an integral part of the Early Modern Africa Intellectual Heritage Trail
Project initiated by Amathole District Municipality and implemented in association with
the National Heritage Council.
Another important ingredient that adds impetus in the democratization of
museums, which is underpinned by cultural relativism and cultural diversity, is the
manner and approach employed in exhibiting heritage objects. The problematic
approach decontextualizes and dehumanizes the exhibited heritage objects with no
cultural value, meaning and significance at all. There are three approaches that can be
use in exhibiting heritage objects and a number of the museums use the first two
approaches, which are not appropriate in this context.
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